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Optimum Battery Size for Fuel
Cell Hybrid Electric Vehicle—
Part I
This study explores different hybridization levels of a midsized vehicle powered by a
polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell stack. The energy buffer considered is a lead-
acid-type battery. The effects of the battery size on the overall energy losses for different
drive cycles are determined when dynamic programming determines the optimal current
drawn from the fuel cell system. The different hybridization levels are explored for two
cases: (i) when the battery is only used to decouple the fuel cell system from the voltage
and current demands from the traction motor to allow the fuel cell system to operate as
close to optimally as possible and (ii) when regenerative braking is included in the
vehicle with different efficiencies. The optimal power-split policies are analyzed to quan-
tify all the energy losses and their paths in an effort to clarify the hybridization needs for
a fuel cell vehicle. Results show that without any regenerative braking, hybridization will
not decrease fuel consumption unless the vehicle is driving in a mild drive cycle (city
drive with low speeds). However, when the efficiency of the regenerative braking in-
creases, the fuel consumption (total energy losses) can be significantly lowered by choos-
ing an optimal battery size. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2713775�

Keywords: fuel cell vehicle, dynamic programming, hybridization
Introduction
There are two main advantages to hybridize a vehicle equipped

ith a fuel cell system �FCS�: �i� Decouple the fuel cell stack
rom the voltage and current demands from the traction motor to
llow the FCS to operate as close to optimally as possible and �ii�
ecover energy when decelerating and braking through regenera-
ive braking. Although these reasons are identical to the reasons
or hybridizing an internal combustion engine �ICE� vehicle, the
uel cell stack operation differs from the operation of an ICE. Fuel
ells operate at high efficiencies for a wide range of operating
onditions. If not considering the regenerative braking, it is not
rivial if and how much a FCS vehicle can benefit from allowing
he FCS to operate as close to an optimum as possible.

When hybridizing a power train, it is challenging to size the
nergy buffer �EB� because the drive cycle �1,2�, the control
olicy �3�, and the hardware architecture �4� affect the optimal
ize. The type and characteristics of the energy buffer used also
ffect the EB sizing. When increasing the EB size in hybrid elec-
ric vehicles, the total vehicle weight increases, which affects the
uel consumption. EB sizing is therefore an important issue to
onsider when developing hybrid electric vehicles.

In this study, the effects of different lead-acid battery sizes have
een analyzed, when the power split is decided through dynamic
rogramming optimizations of the deviations from the optimum
tate of charge and the hydrogen consumption, for two separate
ases: first, when regenerative braking is neglected, and second,
hen regenerative braking with different efficiencies are consid-

red. This is done to separate the benefits from allowing the fuel
ell to operate as optimally as possible from the obvious benefits
f regenerative braking. A subset of the battery sizing results were
rst presented in �5�.
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When making the decision to include a battery or other energy
buffer in the power train, it is important to consider the actual
costs of the battery and the added complexity associated with
hybridization �1,6�. The prices on fuel cells and batteries vary
with time; we will therefore only focus on determining the effects
of hybridization on fuel consumption.

Section 2 describes the fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle
�FCHEV� model together with the dynamic programming strategy
used to control the power split. Section 3 shows the results. Fi-
nally, in Sec. 4, a discussion and some conclusions from the re-
sults are presented as well as possible future work.

2 Method
To investigate how different battery sizes affect the FCHEV

performance, an optimal control approach is used. By using this
approach, different sizes are evaluated and compared regarding
their optimal performances on known drive cycles. Dynamic pro-
gramming �DP� �7� is used to optimally control the power split
between the FCS and the battery. This section describes the
FCHEV model, the DP method, and the drive cycles used to
evaluate the component sizes.

The general signal flow during the optimizations is shown in
Fig. 1, where v is the speed given by the drive cycles and Iref is
the input reference current to the FCS. The two performance vari-
ables, the battery’s state of charge SoC, and the hydrogen con-
sumption in the FCS WH2

, are used to calculate the cost function
for the DP optimization.

2.1 FCHEV Model. The FCHEV model is separated into
four components: vehicle, regenerative braking, fuel cell system,
and battery pack. This section explains how each component is
modeled and how they interact with each other. In this study, the
energy losses in the power train, DC motor, inverter, and the
DC/DC converter have been neglected. The FCHEV model is a
simplified version of the detailed model in �8�.

DP complexity is exponential in the number of states in the
model. It is therefore crucial to minimize the number of states and
the computation time of the model. This is done by approximating

fast dynamics as instantaneous and employing nonlinear static
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aps to model their associated steady-state behavior. For ex-
mple, in the original model �8�, the DC/DC converter comprises
f second-order system dynamics coupled with a proportional
ontroller that controls the output current from the FCS. In this
tudy, the dynamics of the DC/DC converter are assumed to be
ast, and hence, the net current out from the FCS is the same as
he DC/DC converter controller current setpoint �input to the
C/DC converter controller�.

2.1.1 Vehicle. The vehicle is a midsized car with a mass of
384 kg, including the FCS and hydrogen storage and excluding
he mass of the battery pack. The forces affecting vehicle motion
re the output force from the drive train, rolling resistance, and air
rag. The power demand Pdem, is calculated using the known
rive-cycle speeds together with

Pdem�m,t� = v�t��mv̇�t� + Ff�m� + Fd�v�t��� �W� �1�
here the rolling resistance is

Ff�m� = Kfmg �N� �2�
nd the air drag is

Fd�v�t�� =
�airCdA

2
v2�t� �N� �3�

he acceleration power demand

Pacc�m,t� = �Pdem�m,t� Pdem�m,t� � 0

0 Pdem�m,t� � 0
�W� �4�

.e., the positive part of the power demand Pdem �1�, is provided by
he fuel cell system and the battery pack. The deceleration power

Pdec�m,t� = �0 Pdem�m,t� � 0

Pdem�m,t� Pdem�m,t� � 0
�W� �5�

.e., the negative part of the power demand Pdem �1�, is partly
bsorbed by nonregenerative braking and partly by regenerative
raking depending on the regenerative braking efficiency. The
oad is assumed to be flat, and hence, there is no force from the
oad grade. The parameters in the vehicle model are shown in
able 1.

2.1.2 Regenerative Braking. The regenerative braking has
een modeled as a simple component transferring power associ-
ted with deceleration and braking from the wheels to the battery
ack. The efficiency of this component, denoted �reg, is varied

ig. 1 Fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle components and the
ignal flow during the dynamic programming optimizations

Table 1 Vehicle model parameters

ass �without battery� �m0� 1384 kg
olling resistance coefficient �Kf� 0.02
erodynamic drag coefficient �Cd� 0.312
rontal area �A� 2.06 m2
68 / Vol. 4, MAY 2007
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between 0% and 50% in Sec. 3.2. When regenerative braking is
considered, an additional secondary power supply is added to the
voltage bus where the FCS and battery pack are connected. The
electric power supplied by regenerative braking is

Preg = �regPdec �W� �6�

where Pdec is defined in �5�.

2.1.3 Fuel Cell System. The FCS is the primary energy source
in the vehicle. It converts the energy in the fuel �hydrogen� to
electric energy in the vehicle. The hydrogen consumption, shown
also in Fig. 2, is calculated using

WH2
=

IstncellMH2

2F
�kg

s
	 �7�

where ncell is the number of cells in the stack, MH2
is the molar

mass of hydrogen, and F is Faraday’s constant. The FCS effi-
ciency, shown in Fig. 2, is defined as

�fcs =
Pfcs − Paux

QHHV
H2 WH2

�8�

where QHHV
H2 is the energy content of hydrogen �using higher heat-

ing value� and Paux is a fixed power demand from all the other
FCS auxiliary devices. The current drawn from the FC stack, Ist, is
calculated using

Ist = Iref + Icm �A� �9�

where Iref is the net current out of the FCS and Icm is the current
necessary to drive the FC compressor, which is the largest para-
sitic loss in the FCS and can be calculated as a function of the net
current from the detailed model in �9�. Specifically, the Icm is
calculated based on the compressor absorbed power Pcm and the
voltage at the compressor terminals, which is the FCS voltage Vst.
The compressor absorbed power Pcm is calculated using nonlinear
compressor maps �9�. The stack voltage Vst is a function of tem-
perature, partial pressure of hydrogen and oxygen, and the stack
current Ist �9�. Both Pcm and Vst can be expressed as a function of
the net current Iref at steady state. The FCS output power, calcu-
lated using

Pfcs = VstIref �W� �10�
generated from the FCS model �8� is shown in Fig. 2. The FCS
power output has a maximum Pfcs
54 kW at Iref=248 A, due to
the increasing losses. The FCS reference current is, therefore, lim-
ited to Iref� Iref

max=248 A throughout this study. The average FCS
efficiency for an entire drive cycle is defined as

�̄fcs =
Efcs

EH2

�11�

where Efcs is the total energy out from the FCS and EH2
is the total

Fig. 2 Fuel cell system output power Pfcs „dashed line…, hydro-
gen consumption WH2

„dotted line…, and the fuel cell system
efficiency �fcs
energy in the used fuel
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Efcs =�
0

T

�Pfcs − Paux�dt �J� �12�

EH2
= QHHV

H2 �
0

T

WH2
dt �J� �13�

he parameters in the FCS model are shown in Table 2.

2.1.4 Battery Pack. The battery pack consists of multiple
odules, which are modeled as a voltage source in series with a

esistance and based on an ADVISOR model �10�. The battery
utput/input power Pbtt, which is the remaining power to meet the
rive-cycle power demand, is

Pbtt�t� = Pacc�t� + Preg�t� − �Pfcs�t� − Paux� �W� �14�

here Pacc is the acceleration power demand �4�, �Pfcs− Paux� is
he FCS net output power, and Preg is the electric energy produced
y the regenerative braking �6�. When a load or power source is
onnected to the battery pack the battery current Ibtt will depend
n the power that is drawn/supplied from/to the pack

Ibtt�SoC,Pbtt� =
Voc�SoC� − �Voc

2 �SoC� − 4Rint�SoC�Pbtt

2Rint�SoC�
�A�

�15�

here Voc is the open circuit voltage of the battery and Rint is the
attery’s internal resistance. The open-circuit voltage and the in-
ernal resistance are functions of the state of charge and the num-
er of modules used in the battery pack. The open-circuit voltage
nd the internal resistance for a single module are shown in Fig. 3.
he battery’s state of charge �SoC� is calculated using

d

dt
�SoC�t�� =

− Ibtt�t��btt�Ibtt�t��
3600qbtt

�16�

here �btt is the battery charging efficiency

�btt�Ibtt� = �1.0 Ibtt � 0

0.9 Ibtt � 0
�17�

nd qbtt is the battery capacity. The parameters in the battery

Table 2 FCS model parameters

ells �ncell� 381

aximum net power �Pfcs
max� 54 kW

uxiliary power �fixed� �Paux� 500 W
araday’s constant �F� 9.6485�104

ydrogen molar mass �MH2
� 2.016�10−3 kg/mol

ydrogen energy content �QHHV
H2 � 141.9�106 J /kg

asoline energy content �QHHV
gas � 46.7�106 J /kg

asoline density ��gas� 733.22 kg/m3

ig. 3 Battery model characteristics: The open-circuit voltage
left… and internal resistance „right… both when charging

dashed line… and when discharging „solid line…
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model are shown in Table 3.
To determine the optimal operating point of the battery’s SoC, a

worst-case efficiency is calculated for the battery pack. The effi-
ciency is calculated, using a discretized version of �16�, in two
separate cases. First, when the battery pack is first discharged
from an initial given SoC, SoC�0�, to a lower SoC, SoCdis�1�, and
then charged back to the initial SoC, SoC�2�=SoC�0�

SoC�0�→
Pbtt

dis
SoCdis�1�→

Pbtt
chg

SoC�2� = SoC�0� �18�

Second, when the battery pack is charged from the initial SoC,
SoC�0�, to a higher SoC, SoCchg�1�, and then discharged back to
the initial SoC, SoC�2�=SoC�0�

SoC�0�→
Pbtt

chg
SoCchg�1�→

Pbtt
dis

SoC�2� = SoC�0� �19�

The battery’s worst-case efficiency is then given by

�btt
wc =

Pbtt
dis

Pbtt
chg �20�

The resulting efficiency for a single module is shown in Fig. 4,
where the left part is when first charging the battery, the right part
is when first discharging, and the dashed lines are the maximum
power output of the battery given by the SoC

Pbtt
dismax =

Voc
2 �SoC�

4Rint�SoC�
�W� �21�

A 30% worst-case battery efficiency occurs, for example, when
discharging the module with Pbtt

dis=2 kW from SoC=0.5 and im-
plies that the charging power required to charge the battery back
to the initial SoC=0.5 is Pbtt

chg=6.6 kW. Figure 4 shows that the
optimal set point for the SoC is 0.6 because of the higher efficien-
cies for a wider range of discharging levels. The value 0.6 is also
a good value because there is room for deviations without reach-
ing too high or too low SoC levels. The initial condition of the
SoC is therefore set to SoC�0�=SoCref=0.6 throughout this study.
The input power, i.e., charging current, to the battery has not been
limited, and all the charging power is assumed to be absorbed by
the battery.

Table 3 Battery model parameters

Mass �mbtt� 6.68 kg
Capacity �qbtt� 18 Ahr
Maximum output power �SoC=0.6� 2.78 kW
Charging efficiency ��btt, Ibtt�0� 0.9
SoC reference �SoCref� 0.6

Fig. 4 Worst-case efficiency �btt
wc

„solid line…, the maximum dis-
charging output power Pbtt

dis�max „dashed line…, and the optimal
SoC reference „dotted line… for different initial state of charge

and discharging output power
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2.2 Drive Cycles. The power demand from the drive cycles is
alculated backward using the discretized version of the vehicle
odel �1�. Note that the power demand will therefore differ from
odels, including a driver model driving, driving on the same

ycles. The three drive cycles used are New York City cycle
NYCC�, which represents low-speed and mild driving; federal
est procedure-72 cycle �FTP-72� which represents both low-
peed city driving and moderate highway driving; and supplemen-
al federal test procedure cycle �SFTP�, which represents aggres-
ive high-speed driving. The drive cycles and their power
haracteristics for a vehicle with ten battery modules and a mass
f 1451 kg are summarized in Table 4.

2.3 Dynamic Programming. The DP methodology �7� can be
sed to numerically solve optimal control problems. We will, in
his study, use deterministic DP to optimize the battery size sepa-
ately for different drive cycles to show the drive cycle’s effect on
he battery sizing. The FCHEV model can be described as the
onlinear state space model

ẋ = f t�x,u,w� �22�

ith the state x=SoC from �16�, the reference current as the input
= Iref, and the power demand as the disturbance w= Pdem. The
econd state, v, in the model is not included when using the DP
ecause the power demand is precalculated using the vehicle
odel �1�. The known power demand throughout the cycle allows

he application of DP to calculate backward �noncausally� the op-
imal input u= Iref sequence as it is clarified below.

Forward Euler approximation, with a sampling interval of 1 s,
s used to derive the discrete-in-time representation of the
CHEV,

xk+1 = f�xk,uk,wk� + xk �23�

he variables xk, uk, and wk are limited to the finite spaces X, U,
nd W with xk�X, uk�U, wk�W. The DP algorithm allows us to
nd the control sequence u= �uo , . . . ,uk−1� that minimizes the cost
unction

�
�=0

�=K

J�x�,u�� → min �24�

here J�x� ,u�� is the cost to use the input u� at the state x�. The
ost J is defined as

J = �	
SoC�2 + �WH2
�25�


SoC = SoC − SoCref �26�

here 
SoC is the deviation of the battery’s state of charge from
he reference value SoCref, WH2

is the hydrogen consumption in

able 4 Drive-cycle characteristics and the power characteris-
ics when nbtt=10 and m=1451 kg

ycle NYCC FTP-72 SFTP

verage power

cc. �kW� 4.9 7.2 21.5
rk. �kW� 4.1 7.0 17.3

ax power

cc. �kW� 25.7 31.8 80.1
rk. �kW� 21.6 23.4 53.8

op speed �km/hr� 44.6 91.3 129.2
uration �s� 599 1370 601
istance �m� 1898 11,990 12,888

acc
m0 �33� �MJ� 1.024 5.748 8.980
he FCS, and �	 ,�� are weights. The battery model does not con-

70 / Vol. 4, MAY 2007
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sider deterioration of the battery, which is associated with repeti-
tive large charging and discharging. Therefore, we penalize large
SoC deviation heavily, hence the quadratic penalty of 
SoC, to
consider battery deterioration. The weights 	 and � in �25� are set
so that when 
SoC=0.1 and WH2

=WH2
�Iref

max�=0.0013 kg/s then
�	
SoC�2=�WH2

=J /2=1, i.e., each performance variable con-
tributes equally to the cost when the SoC deviation is 0.1 and the
FCS is operating at maximum level.

To solve the optimal control problem �24�, we need to define an
intermediate problem that starts at time k with an initial state xk.
Let us define V�xk ,k� the optimal cost-to-go or value function that
will be incurred if the system starts at state xk at time k and
continues to the final time K

V�xk,k� = min
u�k�,u�k+1�,. . .,u�K−1�

�
�=k

�=K−1

J�x�,u�,w�� �27�

with the final penalty V�xK ,K�= ��
SoC�2, �=103. The final state
xK at time K is penalized to ensure that the final state of charge is
close to the initial state of charge. We then obtain a relationship
that relates the value function at a certain point in time to the
value function at a later point in time. Let xm be the state at time
m, and suppose that �um ,um+1 , . . . ,uK−1� is a given control se-
quence that generates the trajectory xm ,xm+1 , . . . ,xK. Let l be any-
time instance that satisfies m� l�K−1. The value function satis-
fies

V�xm,m� = �
�=m

�=l−1

J�x�
*,u�

*� + V�xl
*,l�

= min
u�m�,. . .,u�l−1�

� �
�=m

�=l−1

J�x�,u�� + V�xl,l�� �28�

which is the principle of optimality. In other words if
um

* , . . . ,ul
* , . . . ,uK−1

* is optimal for the problem starting at k=m
and xm

* , . . . ,xl
* , . . . ,xK

* is the resulting trajectory, then ul
* , . . . ,uK−1

*

is optimal for the problem that starts at k= l with initial condition
xl

*. Finally, consider m=k−1 and l=k, then the Bellman equation
�7� is obtained

V�xk−1,k − 1� = min
uk−1

�J�xk−1,uk−1� + V�xk,k�� �29�

which allows the calculation of the optimal control sequence
backwards starting from k=K.

The grid of the finite discrete state spaces X, U, and W has been
chosen depending on the drive cycle and battery size of the opti-
mization. The grid has been chosen with nonregular spacing at
several regions to accommodate, for example, SoC levels close to
the reference SoCref better than SoC levels far from the SoC ref-
erence. For more technicalities on the algorithm and the grid, see
�11�.

Before the DP optimization results are presented, it is important
to note that these results depend on the cost selection �25�, and
their sensitivity to this cost selection has not been studied yet.

3 Dynamic Programming Results
This section shows the results from the DP optimizations. We

will focus on the energy losses in the different components and
how they change with the battery size. These results are separated
into two parts. First, without regenerative braking and second,
when including regenerative braking with various efficiencies.

3.1 Without Regenerative Braking. To observe if hybridiza-
tion can be beneficial when the objective is only to decouple the
power demand between the traction motor and the fuel cell, we
first present the results when the regenerative braking efficiency is

�reg=0%. We will show how and why the FCS efficiency changes
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hen increasing the battery size. Moreover, the energy expended
y charging/discharging the battery and the energy lost due to
dded weight with increasing battery size are shown.

3.1.1 Fuel Cell System. An example of how DP uses the FCS
or a vehicle with ten battery modules for the medium drive cycle
s shown in Fig. 5. Under these conditions, 50% of the reference
urrent values are between 7 A and 22 A, 95% between 4.7 A
nd 66 A, and 100% between 2 A and 111 A. The resulting av-
rage FCS efficiency �11� for this configuration is 46.1%. The
verage FCS efficiency for different battery sizes is shown in the
eft column of Fig. 6. When increasing the battery size the average
CS efficiency increases. This increase is accomplished through

he decoupling between the acceleration power demand Pacc, and
he FCS output power Pfcs. In particular, the right column of Fig.

shows that the FCS operates more often at reference current
evels with higher efficiency. The right column of Fig. 6 shows the
istribution regions of the FCS reference current for different

ig. 5 FCS reference current Iref distribution and the FCS effi-
iency �fcs for a vehicle with ten modules for the medium „FTP-
2… drive cycle. The median value of the reference current is
hown with dashed line together with the regions „50%, 95%,
nd 100%… around this median.

ig. 6 Average FCS efficiency �̄fcs „left… together with the ref-
rence current distribution „right… for different battery sizes and
rive cycles „without regenerative braking…. The FCS efficiency
urve is shown in the left part of the reference current distribu-

ion plot.

ournal of Fuel Cell Science and Technology
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sizes together with the FCS efficiency curve �8�. Note that the
graphs in the right column of Fig. 6 condense the information in
Fig. 5 �switched axes� for different battery sizes.

For the mild cycle, the FCS operates at low current levels and
adding battery modules improves the FCS efficiency. In fact, the
FCS efficiency improvement observed in the mild cycle is the
largest of all cycles. The FCS efficiency improvements are, for all
cycles, realized by both a shift of low current levels to higher and
a shift of high current levels to lower. The significant improve-
ment in the mild cycle can be explained as follows. More than
50% of the reference current levels is at the low levels below the
optimal FCS current level. Operating the FCS with very low cur-
rents is very inefficient, due to parasitic losses; thus, there is a
large increase in FCS efficiency when DP stores energy in the
battery and shifts the low current levels drawn from the FCS
toward higher current regions. For the medium cycle, there is less
need for operation in the low efficient region of very small cur-
rents. The vehicle will therefore not benefit as much as for the
mild cycle when increasing the battery size. Note that at least ten
battery modules are needed to satisfy the acceleration demand in
the aggressive cycle.

3.1.2 Battery. The electrical energy expended in the battery2 is
defined as

Eloss
btt = ��

0

T

Pbttdt� �J� �30�

where Pbtt is the battery power. To be able to compare the total
energy loss in the vehicle and the expended energy in the battery,
we need to define the hydrogen equivalent energy Eloss

btt / �̄fcs. This
is the hydrogen energy required to produce the electric energy
expended in the battery. The energy expended in the battery, Eloss

btt

together with the hydrogen equivalent energy, Eloss
btt / �̄fcs, is shown

in the left column of Fig. 7.
It is not easy to analyze the trend between the energy expended

in the battery and the battery size for the different cycles. The
difficulty arises because the power split is decided through the DP
policy and not through a rule-based controller. Specifically, the
DP uses the battery to save some energy by allowing the FCS to
operate more efficiently and will waste some of this energy in the
battery.

3.1.3 Added Mass. The energy loss due to the added mass,
when increasing the battery size, affects the performance of the
vehicle. It is therefore important to separate the losses due to the
added weight from the other losses. We define the energy loss due
to the added weight as

Eloss

m = Eacc

m − Eacc
m0 �J� �31�

Eacc
m =�

0

T

Pacc�m0 + nbttmbtt,t�dt �J� �32�

Eacc
m0 =�

0

T

Pacc�m0,t�dt �J� �33�

where Pacc�m0� is the acceleration power demand �4� for a vehicle
without any battery and Pacc�m0+nbttmbtt� is the acceleration
power demand for a vehicle with nbtt battery modules. The param-
eters m0 and mbtt are shown in Tables 1 and 3. The energy loss due
to the added mass Eloss


m and the hydrogen equivalent energy loss
Eloss


m / �̄fcs are shown in the right column of Fig. 7. The energy loss
Eloss


m is increasing proportional to the battery size for all three

2Note that even though the DP ensures that SoC�T�
SoC�0�, there is always
energy expended in the battery �Eloss

btt �0� due the internal resistance and the charging

efficiency, �btt �17�.
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rive cycles. The hydrogen equivalent energy loss is increasing
lightly faster for smaller battery sizes for the mild and medium
rive cycles due to the changing FCS efficiencies in Fig. 6. Note
hat an increase in battery size corresponds to an increase in ve-
icle weight and net vehicle power because the FCS power size
emains fixed.3

3.1.4 System. To compare the expended energy in the battery
nd the energy losses due to the added weight to the remaining
osses in the FCS, we define the total hydrogen energy loss for a
ycle

Eloss
0 = EH2

− Eacc
m0 �J� �34�

here EH2
is the total energy in the used fuel �13� and Eacc

m0 is the
nergy defined in �33�. The total hydrogen energy loss can be
eparated into three parts

Eloss
0 =

Eloss
fcs

�̄fcs

+
Eloss

btt

�̄fcs

+
Eloss


m

�̄fcs

�35�

here Eloss
btt / �̄fcs is the hydrogen equivalent energy expended in

he battery, Eloss

m / �̄fcs is the hydrogen equivalent energy loss due

o the added mass, and Eloss
fcs / �̄fcs is the remaining hydrogen

quivalent energy loss in the FCS.4 The electric energy expended
n the battery Eloss

btt is defined in �30�, and the electric energy loss
ue to added weight is defined in �31�. The remaining electric
nergy loss in the FCS is then calculated using

3Note here that it would have been more meaningful to perform this investigation
ith a fixed vehicle net power and varying the power split ratio between the FCS and

he battery. A scalable FCS model with accurate parasitic losses that allows the power
plit ratio to be varied is, however, not available.

4Since Eloss

m is the energy lost due to the added mass, the energy Eloss

fcs includes
oth the electric energy lost in the FCS and the electric energy lost when providing
he acceleration energy Eacc

m0 . However, we will show these as one throughout this

ig. 7 Average expended electric energy in the battery and its
ydrogen equivalent energy „left… together with the average
lectric energy loss due to the added mass and its hydrogen
quivalent energy loss „right… without regenerative braking
tudy.
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Eloss
fcs = �̄fcsEloss

0 − Eloss
btt − Eloss


m �J� �36�

where �̄fcsEloss
0 can be seen as the total electric energy lost. The

total hydrogen energy loss Eloss
0 is proportional to the total hydro-

gen mass consumption and, therefore, to the gasoline equivalent
fuel consumption5

Cgas
V = 108 Eloss

0 + Eacc
m0

QHHV
gas �gas�

0

T

vdt

� l

100 km
	 �37�

where QHHV
gas is the energy content of gasoline �based on the higher

heating value�, �gas is the gasoline density �Table 2�, and �0
Tvdt is

the total distance covered during the cycle �Table 4�.
The energy losses in �35� together with the gasoline equivalent

fuel consumption Cgas
V are shown in Fig. 8. For the mild cycle, the

large increase in FCS efficiency at first reduces the total energy
loss when increasing the battery size. For larger battery sizes,
though, the loss due to the added weight increases more than the
other losses decreases. Therefore, the mild cycle has an optimal
battery size of around five modules. For the medium cycle, the
FCS efficiency does not increase enough to compensate for the
added weight and there is therefore no point in adding a battery to
the vehicle. In the aggressive cycle, there is a minimum battery
size of ten modules to meet the high power demand �Table. 4�.
However, there is no reduction in the total energy lost due to the
increasing energy lost due to the added battery weight. Thus, to
the contrary of hybridizing an ICE vehicle, hybridization of a fuel
cell vehicle cannot always be justified based solely on fuel con-
sumption improvements.

3.2 With Regenerative Braking. This section shows the DP
results when the regenerative braking efficiency �reg is varied be-
tween 0% and 50%. We will show how the regenerative braking
affects the energy losses in the battery and, hence, the battery
sizing. An attempt to determine the amount of expended energy in

5The US fuel economy, measured in miles per gallon, is Cgas
V US
235.2 �Cgas

V �−1

Fig. 8 Average hydrogen equivalent energy loss per second
and its origins in the three drive cycles for different battery
sizes „without regenerative braking…. The solid line shows the
gasoline equivalent fuel consumption.
mpg.
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he battery that is associated with the regenerative braking and
ow much is associated with improving the performance of the
CS is presented. First, a similar approach, as in Sec. 3.1, is used

o describe the different components contribution to the overall
nergy loss for a vehicle where the regenerative braking transfers
0% of the braking power to the battery pack. Second, a descrip-
ion of the energy losses and their behavior when the regenerative
raking efficiency is increased from 0% to 50% is shown in a
ompressed format.

3.2.1 Fuel Cell System. The FCS efficiency �11� is shown in
he left column of Fig. 9. When increasing the battery size, the
CS efficiency increases. This increase is caused, as the case in
ec. 3.1, by decoupling the acceleration power demand Pacc from

he fuel cell output power Pfcs. The right column of Fig. 9 shows
he distribution of the FCS reference current Iref, for different sizes
ogether with the FCS efficiency curve �fcs �8�. The changes of
hese distributions are similar to those in Sec. 3.1. When increas-
ng the battery size, the DP shifts the inefficient current levels
oward higher efficiencies. The average FCS efficiencies achieved
ow are lower than the ones observed in previous sections be-
ause the regenerative braking causes the expended energy in the
attery to increase and thus reducing the room for an FCS effi-
iency increase by using the battery. As in previous sections, when
ot considering regenerative braking, the peak reference current
ow shifts to lower values with high FCS efficiency as shown in
ig. 9 �right column� and the low reference current shift toward
igher regions.

3.2.2 Battery. Without regenerative braking, the entire energy
xpended in the battery was caused by the FCS charging and
mproving its efficiency. When including the regenerative braking,
owever, we need to separate the energy expended in the battery

ig. 9 Fuel cell system efficiency �̄fcs „left… together with the
eference current distribution „right… for different battery sizes
nd drive cycles „with 50%regenerative braking…. The FCS effi-
iency curve is shown in the left part of the reference current
istribution plot.
aused by the charging through regenerative braking and the ex-

ournal of Fuel Cell Science and Technology
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pended energy caused by the charging through the FCS. There-
fore, we define the regenerative braking power used to charge the
battery

Pbtt
chgreg = �Preg Pfcs − Paux � 0

Preg − �Pfcs − Paux� Pfcs − Paux � 0
�W� �38�

where Preg is the regenerative braking power, Pfcs is the FCS
output power, and Paux is the auxiliary power demand. The total
regenerative braking energy used to charge the battery is then

Ebtt
chgreg =�

0

T

�Pbtt
chgreg�dt �J� �39�

The total power, including both the regenerative braking and the
FCS, used to charge the battery is the negative part of the battery
power Pbtt

Pbtt
chg = �0 Pbtt � 0

Pbtt Pbtt � 0
�W� �40�

where Pbtt is defined in �14�. The total energy used to charge the
battery is

Ebtt
chg =�

0

T

�Pbtt
chg�dt �J� �41�

The regenerative braking fraction of the energy used to charge the
battery is defined

btt
chgreg =

Ebtt
chgreg

Ebtt
chg �42�

By analogy, we postulate that the fraction btt
chgreg distinguishes the

energy expended in the battery that is caused by the regenerative
braking from the expended battery energy, which is caused by the
FCS. The expended battery energy caused by the regenerative
braking is

Fig. 10 Average energy expended in the battery and its hydro-
gen equivalent energy together with expended energy in the
battery due to the regenerative braking and its hydrogen

equivalent energy „with 50% regenerative braking…
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Eloss
btt reg = btt

chgregEloss
btt �J� �43�

nd the remaining expended battery energy caused by the FCS is

Eloss
btt fcs = �1 − btt

chgreg�Eloss
btt �J� �44�

here the expended battery energy Eloss
btt is defined in �30�.

Figure 10 shows the average total energy expended �solid� in
he battery pack together with its hydrogen equivalent energy
dashed line� for a vehicle with a regenerative braking efficiency
f 50%. Moreover, Fig. 10 shows the expended energy in the
attery caused by regenerative braking charging �dotted� and its
ydrogen equivalent energy �dashed-dotted line�. Note that, for

ig. 11 Average hydrogen equivalent energy loss per second
nd its origins in the three drive cycles for different battery
izes „with 50% regenerative braking…. The solid line shows the
asoline equivalent fuel consumption.

Fig. 12 Average hydrogen equivalent energy loss per secon

sizes with regenerative braking efficiencies of 0% to 50%. The so
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small battery sizes, all of the expended energy is caused by regen-
erative braking. Furthermore, the expended energy caused by the
FCS charging, which is the difference between the total expended
energy and the expended energy caused by regenerative braking
charging, has a similar increase when increasing the battery size
as when disregarding regenerative braking.

3.2.3 Added Mass. The energy losses due to the added mass
are similar to those when disregarding regenerative braking �right
column of Fig. 7� since the energy Eloss


m �31�, is independent from
the regenerative braking.

3.2.4 System. For a vehicle with a regenerative braking effi-
ciency of 50%, the total hydrogen energy loss, the hydrogen
equivalent energy loss due to the added weight, and the hydrogen
equivalent energy expended in the battery are shown in Fig. 11.
The energy expended in the battery Eloss

btt is separated in expended
energy caused by the regenerative braking, Eloss

btt reg, and the ex-
pended energy caused by the FCS Eloss

btt fcs. For the mild cycle, the
large energy expended in the battery for small battery sizes to-
gether with the large energy loss due to the added weight for large
batteries generate an optimal battery size of 14–20. For the me-
dium cycle the optimal battery size is nine modules. In the aggres-
sive cycle, the decrease in expended battery energy is almost
equivalent to the energy loss due to added weight. However, there
is an optimal battery size of 12 modules.

3.3 Varied Regenerative Braking Efficiency. Because it is
challenging to estimate the efficiency of the regenerative braking
and because �reg=50% is an optimistic estimate of what can be
practically achieved, the regenerative braking efficiency has been
varied between 0% and 50%.

Figure 12 shows the different energy losses for the different
drive cycles when the regenerative braking efficiency is varied
from 0% to 50%. Even though all the energy expended in the
battery is caused by the regenerative braking for small sizes, the
overall energy loss is decreased �compare Figs. 8 and 12�, making
regenerative braking a desirable option when a battery pack is
included in the vehicle.

The energy expended in the battery due to the FCS is similar to
the energy expended in the battery when not considering the re-
generative braking �Sec. 3.1�. This expended energy is decreasing
when increasing the regenerative braking efficiency because the

and its origins in the three drive cycles for different battery
d

lid line shows the gasoline equivalent fuel consumption.
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raking increases the battery activity, and there is, therefore, less
pportunity to use the battery by the FCS to increase its efficiency.
he optimal battery sizes for all three drive cycles are increasing
hen the regenerative braking efficiency is increasing, even

hough for the aggressive cycle, the optimal battery size is 12
odules when �reg=50%, and the minimum is ten modules when
reg=0%. The total energy loss, as expected, decreases when the

egenerative braking efficiency increases but as can be seen for
he medium cycle in Fig. 12, a vehicle with 25 battery modules
nd �reg=30% can generate the same total energy loss as a vehicle
ith three modules and �reg=10%. This emphasizes the impor-

ance of the battery sizing issue while designing FCHEVs.

Conclusions and Future Work
For the considered vehicle, fuel cell system, and battery, this

tudy shows that during hybridization the energy loss due to the
xtra weight can exceed the improvements in FCS efficiency.
hough, when the considered vehicle is solely driving in a mild
ycle with low speed, there are indications that the fuel consump-
ion could be lowered by hybridization. These improvements are
ccomplished by eliminating the need for operating the FCS at
xtremely low reference currents where the FCS auxiliary losses
re dominant similarly to what was discovered experimentally in
12�. If the vehicle is solely driving at low speed, it is possible that
he fuel consumption could be lowered through decreasing vehicle
eight by downsizing the FCS and excluding the battery pack

ince the mild cycle would appear more aggressive for a smaller
CS. This, however, requires a more comprehensive study of FCS
ybridization in city vehicles. For the aggressive drive cycle, the
inimum battery size was ten modules because the high power

emand could not be met by the considered FCS alone. Note that
f a scalable FCS model was available, the need for hybridization
n the aggressive cycle could possibly change.

We can see throughout this study that hybridization offers a
reater benefit for the mild �NYCC� drive cycle than for the me-
ium �FTP-72� and aggressive �SFTP� drive cycles, regardless, if
ncluding the regenerative braking or not. These results match the
esults shown in �1�.

When regenerative braking is considered, the battery is forced
o absorb the associated energy. An increase in regenerative brak-
ng efficiency will increase the energy expended in the battery,
specially for small sizes, and therefore increase the optimum
attery size. The overall fuel consumption decreases when includ-
ng regenerative braking. For the considered vehicle with 50%
egenerative braking efficiency, the optimal battery size is be-
ween 10 and 15 modules for all three drive cycles.

The optimal battery size is dependent on the cycle, the vehicle
eight, the type of battery, and energy density of the battery.
ournal of Fuel Cell Science and Technology
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Thus, this study is very specific to our configuration, the specific
weights and characteristics of the vehicle, and its different com-
ponents. Furthermore, the cost function when using DP influences,
in general, the optimal results and, in particular, the optimal bat-
tery sizes in this study. Moreover, the model used in this study is
very simple and does not consider mechanical losses in the power
train. The results can however be seen as an indication of how the
optimal battery size change when different levels of regenerative
braking are introduced. The added weight is the factor that makes
configurations with larger batteries perform worse; it is therefore
crucial to increase the power-to-weight ratio of the batteries.

In future work this study could be performed under fixed ve-
hicle net power by resizing battery and FCS simultaneously. Re-
sizing the FCS depends on scalable FCS auxiliary losses and as-
sociated transient response.
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